
 

 

SCOTLAND AND THE PANDEMIC 
 
I’m going to address three areas in this talk:  
 
- The Scottish Government’s approach to this crisis so far, in terms 

of the public health response. 
 
- The economic side of the crisis in Scotland, where I am going to 

say a bit about Edinburgh specifically. 
 
- And finally, what sort of response I think we need to this crisis 

from the pro-independence left. 
 
 
It was exactly one month ago today that First Minister Nicola 
Sturgeon tweeted out in respect to the key decisions in the 
Scottish Government’s public health response to Coronavirus that 
they were: “seeking to take them on a consistent UK four nations 
basis.” 
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From one perspective, that was nothing more than a statement of 
the obvious, as barring some details the Scottish Government had 
been responding with the same policy measures as the UK 
Government and at almost the exact same time.  
 
For instance, when three days prior to that tweet - on 12 March - 
the UK Government announced that it would be ending all contact 
tracing and testing of those with Covid-19 because it was moving 
to the “delay” phase of the crisis, Scotland did the same. Scottish 
National Clinical Director Jason Leitch stated explicitly on 16 
March that “community testing and contact-tracing was halted for 
the containment phase”. That, I will argue later, was a disastrous 
error. 
 



 

 

Sturgeon was and is in emergency UK Cobra meetings with Boris 
Johnson and acting on them. Her Chief Medical Officer at the time, 
Catherine Calderwood, was entirely in accord with the UK scientific 
advisors, as was the aforementioned Leitch, which is why he was 
an early spokesperson for the cack-handed embrace of herd 
immunity. 
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Sturgeon’s statement that they were acting “on a consistent UK 
four nations basis” was important from another perspective 
though, because it started cutting through some of the nonsense 
commentary about the Scottish Government’s response: that 
Sturgeon was doing a better job because her TV performances 
were much better than Johnson’s (as if quality of performance is 
anywhere near as important as the substance of decision-making); 
or that Sturgeon was unable to do anything differently as she was 
hostage to Johnson.  
 
Some have said that authoritarian action by the UK Government 
could be taken if Sturgeon sought to pursue her own strategy 
towards this crisis. That can’t be ruled out, but it’s wholly 
speculative. What we actually know is that the NHS, social care, 
and policing - three key areas in the public health response - are all 
under the First Minister’s Control.  
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It has been a conscious strategy of the Scottish Government to 
largely follow UK Government policy, and Sturgeon admitted as 
much on Monday, when she said if “the evidence” showed that the 
Scottish Government should act differently or on a different time-
frame from the UK Government she would “not hesitate” to do so. 
Clearly, she therefore believes the UK Government’s approach has 
been broadly correct so far. 
 
But the reality is that the UK approach has been disastrously bad. 
The key point of comparison to show this is with Germany.  
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This graph shows the number of days since the first UK death from 
Covid-19, on 7 March, and the number of deaths in comparison 
with Germany. As you can see, Covid-19 struck at around the 
same time in Germany and the UK, so they both had as little 
excuse as one another for insufficient preparation.  
 
The difference in deaths is staggering. The latest figures is 3,495 
for Germany, and 12,107 for the UK. We know the UK figure is 
likely to be an under-estimate due to the care homes scandal, but 
even taking them at current face-value, that is nearly three times as 
many deaths. 
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The Scottish rate can be seen on this graph, and as you can see it 
is broadly similar on a per capita basis to England (Scotland is 
slightly behind England in terms of when community transmission 
began).  
 
Another graph of interest in this respect is a stringency index 
drawn up by the FT of when government’s took action on Covid-
19, which you can see here. 
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It shows that the UK and Scottish Government’s took nearly one 
month after the virus struck Italy to act on its first enforced social 
distancing measures, whereas it took about a week for Germany to 
do the same.  
 
The UK Government initially emphasised a ‘wash your hands’ 
strategy, described Italian lockdown measures as ‘populist’ and 
said football authorities were over-reacting with concerns about 
holding games.  
 



 

 

It was not until Monday 16 March that the first social distancing 
measures were announced. At the weekend before, the only 
reason Scottish Premier League football had not gone ahead is 
because football authorities had moved faster than the Scottish 
Government, and had cancelled games.  
 
On Sunday 15 March, the day of the “consistent UK four nations 
basis” tweet, a gig took place in Aberdeen where 11,000 people 
crammed into an indoor stadium to hear Lewis Capaldi.  
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That decision came after a new LSE Paper which found that the 
virus would spread too quickly if Britain did not lock down. The 
fatal words were those of LSE Professor Azra Ghani who said: "We 
were expecting herd immunity to build. We now realise it’s not 
possible to cope with that."  
 
Still, it took until 23 March for a full lockdown to be introduced. 
 
While the Scottish and UK Governments were abandoning contact 
tracing and community testing on 12 March, Germany was rolling 
out a mass testing programme across the country. When questions 
started being asked about the lack of testing, the Scottish 
Government did establish a programme which would see 3,500 
tests per day by the end of April, but that would still be short of 
what Germany was achieving per capita at the start of the month.  
 
Catherine Calderwood, the now former Chief Medical Officer for 
the Scottish Government, described testing as a media 
“distraction”, and that it was a “fallacy” to say it would reduce the 
spread. Calderwood’s attitude was entirely in accordance with 
what the UK position has been until recent days, when finally there 
seems to be some movement towards contact tracing, though 
there is risks that the data will be controlled by corporations like 
Apple and Google.  
 



 

 

Tracing and testing is the big strategic difference between 
Germany and the UK & Scotland. It is by no means the only one: 
the outrageous scandal of the lack of PPE for health and social 
care workers is understandably primary in many people’s thoughts 
about the public health response. I’m sure you are all aware of that 
situation. 
 
But testing is what I’m focusing on here because it points to the 
lack of any seriously thought out planning about how to tackle 
Coronavirus. The slow reaction means community transmission is 
much more widespread than it could have been (that wasn’t 
inevitable; look at Austria, New Zealand, Australia etc), and the 
slow up-take of testing means escaping lockdown for any length of 
time becomes immensely precarious. 
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James Urquhart, a former senior medical statistician in Scotland, 
has said that: “On any scenario after a month the number of cases 
and deaths will be at a level where the re-imposition of restrictions 
will have to be considered…This stop-go cycle…would have to 
repeat perhaps six or seven times in the next 15 months.” 
 
Urquhart says the current approach would be sufficient to keep the 
NHS going, but the death toll would continue to be “substantial” in 
each cycle. 
 
“Effectively this is a herd immunity strategy by stealth,” he says. 
 
Urquhart argues that “symptom reporting, contact tracing and 
mass testing would need to be in place at least two and probably 
three weeks before restrictions were lifted” if it is to be effective. 
 
And he is clear that this could be done in Scotland now. 
 
“Scotland has the devolved power to follow its own strategic 
objectives,” Urquhart writes. “The question is: does it have the 



 

 

courage and skills to start planning now for an exit strategy which 
wholeheartedly and comprehensively embraces contact tracing?” 
 
In my view, this is quite damning. The UK is on a trajectory to 
become the worst case of Covid-19 in Europe, and second only in 
the world to the United States. And Scotland could have been 
different, and is right there alongside it “on a consistent UK four 
nations basis” because according to Sturgeon there is not already 
enough “evidence” of the need to take a different approach.  
 
I’m not saying there are no limits to the First Minister’s powers here 
- she could not lockdown the borders early like New Zealand did, 
for example. There are limits, but I’m afraid you can’t have it both 
ways - either the Scottish Government is in charge of the public 
health response in Scotland and has to take responsibility for that, 
or it’s not and thus should explain the limits of what it can and 
can’t do clearly to the public. The First Minister has clearly chosen 
the former approach, and therefore we should scrutinise her 
response on that basis. 
 
THE ECONOMY 
 
Now, let me turn to the economic side of this crisis, because 
although the Scottish Government contains less of the necessary 
powers to tackle the economic crisis, it has not done a great deal 
of value with the powers it does have in this respect.  
 
A good example is the landlord-tenant divide. While tenants have 
been prevented from being evicted for six months, they have had 
no reduction in rent and can be evicted at the end of the six month 
notice period, thereby acting as a pressure on them to pay. 
Meanwhile, landlords have been given an interest-free loan in case 
any tenants don’t cough up.  
 
But it won’t be landlords that could be left destitute or go hungry - 
a new poll out today (UK wide, but I’m sure it’s applicable to 
Scotland) found six in ten renters have suffered financially from the 



 

 

lockdown, and one in five of those people are having to choose 
between food & bills and paying rent. 
 
As for welfare, funds like the welfare fund has been widened as has 
Council Tax reduction, but these have to be applied for, they are 
not automatic or universal. Many either do not know about these 
funds, do not think it applies to them, or wouldn’t know how to get 
access to them (especially under lockdown circumstances). 
Remember that Council Tax debt was at its highest ever in 
Scotland before this crisis, that before this crisis child poverty had 
risen from one in five to one in four. 
 
Again predictably, there is already evidence many tens of 
thousands of Scots are falling through the net, unable to earn and 
thus unable to cover household costs, which haven’t fallen at all. 
Debts, rents, electricity, council tax - they all still have to be paid.  
 
It has been largely left to voluntary organisations and pop-up 
solidarity groups to try to support people from falling into 
destitution, hunger or both. It’s good that the Scottish Government 
have a hotline for vulnerable people, but at the end of the day if 
you don’t resource the provision of essential needs, people will 
become financially desperate, which is bad in general but will also 
fatally undermine the lockdown. 
 
A new RBS survey today found that the only part of the UK where 
unemployment is rising faster than Scotland is in Northern Ireland. 
Scotland is well on its way to mass unemployment, almost 
overnight. 
 
A NOTE ON EDINBURGH 
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A city like Edinburgh’s hyper-commodified over-tourism model has 
been exposed as massively lacking in resilience. The perfect 
illustration of this is that on the same day as the first Covid-19 
death was announced in Scotland, it was reported that city 



 

 

planners had signed off on a £350 million hotel, complete with a 
hotel school.  
 
Some of us have been warning for years that not only is excessive 
reliance on tourism bad for residents, it leaves the city’s economy 
incredibly vulnerable to crisis, as what happens if the tourists - and 
foreign students, for that matter - stop coming? 
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The one good thing is that AirBNB has collapsed across the city, 
but the problem is that the council has become reliant on direct 
income from Services as well. Council revenues from direct income 
increased to £1.13 billion last year, versus £8.05 billion in 2013/14. 
The immediate effect of the tourism collapse will be falling 
revenues for the local authority, and thus public services will likely 
take a hit - again. It’s possible that the cost of rent will fall 
significantly in the city as supply increases due to the rapid retreat 
of short-term lets, but it will take time for that fall in household 
costs in Edinburgh to work its way through as tenancy agreements 
remain in place. 
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Scotland’s capital is the perfect example of the problem in the 
governance of the Scottish economy - GDP share has been 
prioritised, as if that’s the only thing that matters to the durability of 
the economy. International tourism is 10 per cent of global GDP, 
while Agriculture is just 6.4 per cent - but which do humans need 
to live?  
 
The essential needs of Scots - food, electricity, housing, 
broadband, income - have been treated as less important than 
aviation, hospitality and tourism to Edinburgh’s economy, because 
the profitability of bankers and property developers has been 
viewed as in the universal interest.  
 



 

 

All that has collapsed, but it won’t be the bankers and property 
developers who face hardship as a result. It was Underbelly, not 
the Pandemic, that caused the devastation in Princes St Gardens, 
but they have their profits safely tucked away. It will be those who 
have borne the brunt of Edinburgh’s hyper-commodification who 
will bear the brunt of this crisis too.  
 
THE MAINSTREAM ECONOMIC MODEL IS BROKEN 
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There has understandably been little talk of the economics of 
independence when we are facing a crisis as urgent as this one. 
But it’s worth reflecting that the official plan for an independent 
Scotland backed by the SNP at the moment, the Sustainable 
Growth Commission, is for a country without a currency and 
functioning Central Bank, and which has as its principle aim to 
double the country’s GDP in a decade.  
 
This case, devised by corporate lobbyist Andrew Wilson, is now 
obviously discredited and bogus, but just imagine if we had 
become independent in a referendum last year and the plan had 
been implemented. In a world crisis where capitalist economies are 
totally reliant on historic, unprecedented Central Bank liquidity 
interventions to prop up their financial systems and maintain 
confidence in the currency, Scotland would have had the begging 
bowl out to the Bank of England for access to Sterling liquidity. 
 
The example of the Growth Commission highlights just how badly 
the top of the SNP and Scottish Government have misjudged the 
challenges of our epoch, and their response to this crisis I am 
afraid to say has also highlighted severe limitations of leadership.  
 
It’s at moments of crisis that the character of people and 
institutions get found out: what does this crisis say about the 
Scottish Government? It seems to me to say that when the going 
got tough, they fell behind Boris Johnson. They lacked 
independence of mind. That’s a real disappointment, but the crisis 



 

 

is going to be long and there is an opportunity for that to change, 
but it will require the independence movement to show a better 
type of leadership going forward, and I think that will need to come 
from the grassroots of the movement. 
 
WHAT DO WE DO? 
 
Let me just finish by laying out what I think the government’s 
response should be, then I’ll get on to what we do to resist when 
they invariably don’t do those things.  
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Economist James Meadway has put it well when he says this is not 
like a war, where you need all-out mobilisation, in fact it’s kind of 
the opposite of that - you need hibernation. That means GDP will 
inevitably shrink; if it wasn’t shrinking something would be very 
wrong. We have to break with capitalism’s metrics - profit and GDP 
- and instead focus on meeting essential human needs in 
lockdown.  
 
So that doesn’t look like Keynesian stimulus, where the 
government injects cash into the economy to get activity going 
because the private sector is pulling out. Keynesianism doesn’t 
really have any answers to this crisis, other than the very basic 
notion that the government needs to step in and act because the 
private sector can’t do it itself. But even the Tories agree with that - 
it’s not a question of state intervention or no state intervention, it’s 
what is the state intervention for and in who’s class interest? 
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So I’ve argued in a piece on Bella Caledonia that there’s three main 
demands we need to respond to this economically.  
 
The first is social planning. Ensure essential resources get to those 
who need them through state direction, either nationalisation or 



 

 

strict price controls. Food, Electricity, housing, broadband etc - the 
things we need to live decent, dignified lives. 
 
The second is a policy of public health first. That means providing 
the NHS and social care with everything it needs to fight this virus. 
If that means cancellation of PFI, bringing outsourced services 
back in-house through compulsory purchasing, etc, then so be it. 
 
Public health first also means don’t push people back to work until 
we are sure the virus is contained. It’s not lockdown that creates 
hunger - it’s poverty. 
 
The third is to create a care economy. We should be hiring many 
more home-carers, care home workers, mental health workers, and 
others to expand that sector, redeploying people from non-
salvageable sectors like tourism, hospitality and aviation.  
 
That would require labour force planning to make that happen, 
which should anyway become a permanent feature of the 
economy. No one needs to be unemployed - we’ve seen the 
government can create new money when it wants to via the Bank 
of England; use that to ensure everyone gets socially useful work. 
 
Then we have the question of resistance. There has never been a 
crisis in the history of capitalism where the state hasn’t sought to 
make the working class pay the price for it, and this one will be and 
already is no different. So we need to get ready to resist. 
 
What will that resistance look like? 
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There have been some remarkable cases already of lockdown 
struggle. In a Mercedes factory in Vitoria, in the Basque Country 
where I am, a sit-down of workers forced angry at the lack of 
physical distancing shut the factory down.  
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In General Motors in the US, workers marched on the HQ and 
demanded that they start building ventilators instead of aviation 
engines.  
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In France, workers in McDonalds took over the restaurant and 
distributed food for free to neighbourhoods in Northern Marseille 
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In Silverburn shopping centre in Glasgow, beauticians resisted an 
attempt to move them on to zero-hour contracts when the crisis 
broke. They organised through a WhatsApp group, joined a union 
and won, calling themselves “the Silverburn suffragettes”. 
 
These are sporadic cases, but there are definitely signs that many 
workers, especially ‘key’ workers, are realising that basically they 
are the most essential people to the functioning of the economy, 
but they haven’t been rewarded like that is the case. That gap 
between their social necessity and their financial precarity is huge, 
and many are realising the power that gives them. 
 
Hundreds of social carers signing a letter to First Minister Nicola 
Sturgeon demanding proper PPE, leading to an apology from the 
Health Secretary, new PPE orders, and an upgrade in pay. That is a 
sign of how low-paid workers can find their voice. 
 
In my view we need to build a broad movement in Scotland which 
says the Scottish working class can’t pay and won’t pay for this 
crisis, with their lives or their livelihoods. If anyone has to pay for it, 
it will have to be the billionaire class.  
 
We should act to support all and every form of resistance - whether 
it be rent strikes, refusals to go back to work in unsafe conditions, 
etc - to say unemployment and poverty are not inevitable, their 



 

 

consequences of the capitalist economy, and we demand that 
social needs are put before corporate and banker needs. 
 
We should involve everyone in that, if they are pro-independence 
or not. But we should also say this: That the question of 
democracy is not going to go away in this crisis, indeed it is going 
to be posed even more sharply than before. We demand the right 
of Scotland to decide its own constitutional future, alongside a 
wider set of democratic rights in the economy, including the right 
to work and the right to a liveable income.  
 
Combining the arguments for Scottish democracy alongside a 
deeper vision of a democratic economy can make the 
independence movement relevant to this crisis, and mean the 
independence movement strengthens the forces of those who 
want to resist the majority of Scots paying for this crisis. 
 
 


